Wireless Broadband
Wireless Broadband
When we think of business connectivity, we typically think of a high-speed wired connection. But
there are any number of scenarios where that may not be an option:
› You need a temporary solution while you’re waiting for
your permanent connection to be installed.
› You have a location that doesn’t have last-mile connectivity
and construction charges are cost-prohibitive.
› You want truly diverse failover.

BCM One delivers
wireless broadband
solutions that are:
› Rapidly deployed
› Cost-effective
› Flexible
› Reliable
› Secure

› You have one or more business-critical applications that you want to deliver over
a separate network from the one that supports high-usage applications.
› You occupy part of a space—think store-within-a-store—or have a subleasing/temporary arrangement or need to set up a mobile command
center, and you don’t have access to the primary connection.
› You have mobile teams or fleets who need secure and reliable
connectivity in the field and on the road.
› You need to connect equipment such as kiosks or digital signage located in third-party venues.
› You need to connect IoT devices or other industrial solutions.
› You have a pop-up store or event that you need reliable connectivity.
› These needs, and many more, can be met with wireless broadband.

Wireless Broadband from BCM One
BCM One helps you cut the cord on business connectivity with our wireless broadband solutions.
We offer a range of 4G LTE plans delivered over tier-one carriers that are based on throughput, not
consumption, so you get the speeds you need without worrying about data caps or overages. We’ll
help you build the right wireless broadband solution to meet your requirements, and we’ll monitor it
from our 24x7 NOC to ensure it’s up and running.
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